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SKU:DL10

Price:$5019

Categories:Mower Packages

Product Description

Bearcat DL10 10-inch Debris Loader
CLEAN UP CAN BE FUN.

A Crary® Bear Cat® Debris Loader makes clean up fun. Leaves, grass, and other light debris is picked up and 
broken down as efficiently as possible. Plus, the large commercial-grade steel ribbed hose allows for high 
amounts of debris to be cleaned up quickly.

This Crary® Bear Cat® 10-inch intake Debris Loader is offered worldwide through authorized Crary Bear Cat 
dealers.

During the design process, the DL10’s functionality was top priority. The base of the unit was redesigned to 
incorporate handles. The handles are located higher on the machines for easy installation on the receiver hitch or 
loading.

The discharge tube on this model is also 360 degree rotational and lets the operator choose the direction of the 
discharged material. Debris reduction is also increased with the all new serrated blade impeller fan. The fan 
creates a CFM rating of over 3900!

It’s powered by a 570cc Briggs and Stratton Vanguard® engine. Electric start, low fuel consumption and low 
emissions are just a few benefits of this powerful and reliable engine.

The 12-foot, heavy duty, intake hose is designed with a lightweight aluminum handle, which allows for easy 
maneuverability and decreases operator fatigue. There are a number of accessories to choose from which 
include: 12-volt work light kit, 4-foot flexible horizontal chute extension and 16-inch vertical discharge tube 
extension.

https://www.flaglerpowereq.com/?post_type=product&p=7940
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Crary Bear Cat Cat Claws™ add extra shredding power to our dominant lineup of Debris Loaders. Engineered 
with additional cutting points and serrated blades to provide extra shredding. This added reduction of material 
provides more handling efficiency, whether picking up and blowing material into a trailer, truck bed, or on the 
ground.

CE compliant model available.

Battery sold separately.

 

 


